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FIR Filter Design Using
Distributed Maximal Flatness Method
Marek Blok

Abstract—In the paper a novel method for filter design based
on the distributed maximal flatness method is presented. The
proposed approach is based on the method used to design the
most common FIR fractional delay filter – the maximally flat
filter. The MF filter demonstrates excellent performance but only
in a relatively narrow frequency range around zero frequency but
its magnitude response is no greater than one. This ,,passiveness”
is the reason why despite of its narrow band of accurate approximation, the maximally flat filter is widely used in applications
in which the adjustable delay is required in feedback loop. In
the proposed method the maximal flatness conditions forced in
standard approach at zero frequency are spread over the desired
band of interest. In the result FIR filters are designed with
width of the approximation band adjusted according to needs
of the designer. Moreover a weighting function can be applied
to the error function allowing for designs differing in error
characteristics. Apart from the design of fractional delay filters
the method is presented on the example of differentiator, raised
cosine and square root raised cosine FIR filters. Additionally, the
proposed method can be readily adapted for variable fractional
delay filter design regardless of the filter type.
Keywords—digital filter design, fractional delay filter, distributed maximal flatness, differentiator, Nyquist filter, variable
fractional delay.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RACTICALLY each digital signal processing algorithm
requires digital filters. In this paper a new method allowing for design of finite impulse response (FIR) filters is
presented. The proposed approach, called distributed maximal
flatness (DMF), is the generalization of maximal flatness (MF)
method. It has been originally developed for FD filter design
[1] but as we demonstrate it in this paper, the proposed design
method can be used to design any filter with optional fractional
delay. We will demonstrate the method on examples of several
special filters: fractional delay (FD) filter [2], differentiator [3]
or Nyquist filters [4].
First from the mentioned above group of filters, is the FD
filter which offers fine delay adjustment. This filter is required
when delaying signal by an integer number of sampling
periods delay is too coarse. The frequency response of the
ideal fractional delay (FD) element with the total delay τd is
following [2]
HFD (ω) = e−jωτd
(1)

P

Since the impulse response corresponding to this frequency
response
hFD [n] = sinc(n − τd )
(2)
is infinite and non-causal, in practice the delay element needs
to be implemented using finite order causal FIR or IIR (infinite
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impulse response) filter [2], [5]–[8]. In this paper we will only
consider FIR filters. For these filters the total delay τd of the
FD filter can be split into its integer D and fractional d part
or into bulk τN = (N − 1)/2 and net ε part
τd = D + d = τN + ε

(3)

where d ∈ [−1/2, 1/2). With the assumption that the net delay
ε ∈ [−1/2, 1/2), the net delay ε is equal to the fractional delay
d for odd N . For even N the fractional delay d = ε−sign(ε)/2
and has discontinuity at τd = τN .
The ideal impulse response of the digital differentiator is
following
Hdif (ω) = jω
(4)
The most commonly used Nyquist filter is the raised cosine
(RC) filter with the frequency response

0 ≤ ω ≤ ωp

1 ,
2
HRC (ω) = cos (β(ω − ωp )) , ωp < ω < ωs
(5)

0,
ωs ≤ ω ≤ π
where L is the symbol period in sampling intervals, coefficient
β = L/(4α), α is the roll-off factor which determines lower
and upper frequencies of the transition band ωp = L(1 − α)/2
and ωs = L(1 + α)/2. In communications systems the RC
filter is split into two square root raised cosine (SRRC) filters.
One is used as the shaping filter in a transmitter and the other
as the matched filter in a receiver, both with squared frequency
response of the RC filter
p
HSRRC (ω) = HRC (ω)
(6)
Additionally, similarly to the FD filter, each of these filters
is capable of introducing fractional delay, which allows for
replacement of a multistage cascade of filters, zero-phase and
FD filters, with a single optimized filter [3]. To obtain a filter
with fractional delay, the ideal frequency response of the
prototype zero-phase filter has only to be multiplied by the
ideal frequency response of the FD filter
Hid, FD (ω) = Hid (ω)HFD (ω)

(7)

Like for the FD filter, ideal impulse responses of aforementioned filters also are infinite and non-causal and need
to be approximated with finite order filter. In this paper we
are investigating the approximation with the FIR filter of the
length N with the frequency response
HN (ω) =

N
−1
X

h[n]e−jωn

n=0

where h[n] is the impulse response of the FIR filter.

(8)
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The performance of the designed FIR filter can be assessed
based on magnitude response approximation error
MAE(ω) = |HN (ω)| − |Hid (ω)|

(9)

This leads us to equation
N
−1
X

(i)

h[n](n − τN )i e−jω0 (n−τN ) = j i Ĥid (ω0 )

and group delay error
GDE(ω) = τgrp (ω) − τid (ω) = τgrp (ω) − τd

(10)

Since the derivative of Ĥid (ω0 ) for FD filter is following
(i)

ĤF D (ω0 ) = (−j)i εi e−jω0 ε

where group delay
τgrp (ω) = − Im

(1)
HN (ωk )

!

HN (ωk )

(11)

(i)

HN (ω) denotes the i-th, here first, derivative of the frequency
response HN (ω).
Often instead of using two aforementioned error responses
a single characteristic, the complex approximation error is used
E(ω) = HN (ω) − Hid (ω)

(12)

Ê(f ) = E(f )ejωτN = ĤN (ω) − Ĥid (ω)

(13)

For example in the minimax filter design [2], [9], [10] the
maximum value of the magnitude of complex approximation
error (12) is minimized in given approximation band, while
for least squares (LS) filters [2] the energy of this error is
minimized. Also the maximally flat (MF) FD filter design,
presented in more detail in the next section, is based on the
same error function.
II. MF FD F ILTER D ESIGN
The MF FD filters [2], [11]–[14] have very narrow band of
good approximation located around zero frequency but their
main advantage is their passivity [15], which means that their
magnitude response at all frequencies is equal to or less than
one. This property is very important if such a filter has to be
used in a feedback loop. The novel DMF filter design method
investigated here is the generalization of MF filter design. In
the proposed approach the design equations are based, like
in MF approach, on complex approximation error but the
iterative optimization can be based also on different error
functions. Additionally, a weighting function can be applied,
which makes design more flexible.
The MF FD filter is characterized by maximal flatness
forced at frequency ω = 0. This means that complex approximation error (12) or (13) and its N − 1 derivatives Ê (i) (ω),
where i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 have to satisfy the following
condition
(i)

(i)

Ê (i) (ω0 ) = ĤN (ω0 ) − Ĥid (ω0 ) = 0

(14)

at frequency of maximal flatness, which in this case is ω0 =
0. This means that derivatives of frequency responses of the
designed FIR filter and the ideal filter have to be equal at ω0
(i)

(i)

ĤN (ω0 ) = Ĥid (ω0 )

(15)

th

where the i derivative of ĤN (ω)
i

= (−j)

N
−1
X
n=0

i −jω0 (n−τN )

h[n](n − τN ) e

(16)

(18)

the condition for i-th derivative (17), which we will call further
the i-th order condition, can be expressed by the following
equation
N
−1
X

(n − τN )i e−jω0 (n−τN ) h[n] = εi e−jω0 ε

(19)

n=0

For ω0 = 0, which is the case of the MF filter, the condition
(19) simplifies to

In derivations it is often more convenient to use the modified
error with removed phase component related to the bulk delay
τN

(i)
ĤN (ω0 )

(17)

n=0

N
−1
X

(n − τN )i h[n] = εi

(20)

n=0

To obtain the impulse response of the MF filter we need to
solve a set of N equations (20) with i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
III. DMF F ILTER D ESIGN
The MF approach can be readily generalized. Instead of
choosing ω0 = 0 for all conditions we can distribute these
conditions over several different frequencies. Using such an
approach, called the DMF method [1], [16], we select a set of
N independent equations based on conditions specified with
(19) and for each k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 we need to specify
a condition order ik and a frequency ωk at which this condition
is forced. This selection determines properties of the designed
filter which will be further discussed in the next section.
For ωk = 0 the condition (17) simplifies to equation
N
−1
X

(i )

(n − τN )ik h[n] = j ik Ĥid k (0)

(21)

n=0

Since frequency responses of filter with real coefficient is
a Hermitian function, all the coefficients in the above equation
are real. Nevertheless, in the DMF method frequencies ωk
in (19) are in general not equal to zero. Therefore coefficients of the equation (17) are complex valued, which
increases numerical costs and allows for impulse responses
with complex samples. In practice coefficients of the designed
filter are expected to be real. In order to guarantee the real
impulse response of the designed filter, for each condition
with ωk 6= 0 there must be also the condition of the same
order for frequency −ωk . Because frequency response of the
filter with real impulse response is Hermitian even symmetric,
its derivatives demonstrate the following properties
(

conj H (ik ) (ω) , ik = 0, 2, 4, . . .
(ik )

H (−ω) =
(22)
− conj H (ik ) (ω) , ik = 1, 3, 5, . . .
where conj(x) means complex conjugate of x. Therefore,
based on the Hermitian symmetry of the frequency response
of the designed filter, two conditions for ωk and −ωk , with
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complex formulas (17) can be combined into two formulas
with real coefficients
N
−1
X

(n − τN )ik cos(ωk (n − τN ))h[n]

n=0


j ik  (ik )
(i )
Ĥid (−ωk ) + Ĥid k (ωk )
(23a)


2
 (−1)ik /2 Re Hid(ik ) (ωk ) , ik = 0, 2, 4, . . .


=
(−1) ik2+1 Im H (ik ) (ω ) , i = 1, 3, 5, . . .
k
k
id
=

N
−1
X

(n − τN )ik sin(ωk (n − τN ))h[n]

n=0


j ik −1  (ik )
(i )
Ĥid (−ωk ) − Ĥid k (ωk )
(23b)


2
−(−1)ik /2 Im Hid(ik ) (ωk ) , ik = 0, 2, 4, . . .


=
 (−1) ik2+1 Re H (ik ) (ω ) , i = 1, 3, 5, . . .
k
k
id

=

which in case of the FD filter take the following form
N
−1
X
n=0
N
−1
X

(n − τN )ik cos(ωk (n − τN ))h[n] = εik cos(ωk ε) (24a)
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does not change and only coefficients of the vector p have
to be updated according to derivatives of the required ideal
frequency response. Let us now consider determination of
vector p for the differentiator and RC/SRRC filters.
In case of the differentiator only the first derivative is nonzero

j, ik = 1
(i )
Hdifk (ω) =
(31)
0 , ik = 2, 3, . . .
This gives us from (23) a vector p with elements

0 for ik = 0, 2, 3, . . .
p1,ik +1 =
−1 for ik = 1

−ωk for ik = 0
p1,ik +2 =
0 for ik = 1, 2, . . .

and
(2)

n=0

Now, to specify the DMF filter design problem we simply
need to select N linear equations. Alternatively, the design
problem can be expressed using the following matrix equation
Ph = p

(25)

which can be transformed into the formula for impulse response of the FD filter
h = P−1 p

(26)

−1

where matrix P
is the inverse of the square matrix P.
Elements of matrix P together with vector p can be formed
based on coefficients of the equation (16).
In case of FD filter for condition with ωk = 0 the k-th row
of matrix P has elements
Pik +1,n+1 = (n − τN )ik ;

n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

(27)

For ωk 6= 0 and ωk+1 = −ωk the k-th and k + 1-st rows of
matrix P take the following form
Pik +1,n+1 = (n − τN )ik cos(ωk (n − τN ))
Pik +2,n+1 = (n − τN )ik+1 sin(ωk (n − τN ))

(28a)
(28b)

Similarly for ωk = 0 we obtain the following elements of
vector p
p1,ik +1 = εik
(29)
which corresponds to (27) and
p1,ik +1 = εik cos(ωk ε)
p1,ik +2 = εik+1 sin(ωk ε)

(30a)
(30b)

which corresponds to (28).
Let us notice that if we want to design a different filter
the matrix P (or equivalently the left side of equations (23))

(32b)

For the RC/SRRC filter the first and second derivative is
following

−β sin (aβ(ω − ωp )) for ωp < ω < ωs
(1)
HRC (ω) =
(33a)
0 for 0 ≤ ω ≤ ωp and ωs ≤ ω ≤ π


HRC (ω) =
(n − τN )ik sin(ωk (n − τN ))h[n] = εik sin(ωk ε) (24b)

(32a)

−aβ 2 cos (aβ(ω − ωp )) for ωp < ω < ωs
(33b)
0 for 0 ≤ ω ≤ ωp and ωs ≤ ω ≤ π

where a = 1 for RC filter and a = 2 for SRRC filter.
This time vector p depends on frequency ωk . For ωk ∈
[0, ωp ] we obtain

1 for ik = 0
(34a)
p1,ik +1 =
0 for ik = 1, 2
p1,ik +2 = 0
(34b)
while for ω ∈ (ωp , ωs )
 a
for ik = 0
cos (β(ωk − ωp ))
for ik = 1 (35a)
p1,ik +1 = 0
 2
aβ cos(aβ(ωk − ωp )) for ik = 2

for ik = 0
0
p1,ik +2 = β sin(aβ(ωk − c))
(35b)
for ik = 1

0
for ik = 2
and finally for ωk ∈ [ωs , π]
p1,ik +1 = 0

and

p1,ik +2 = 0

(36)

We have demonstrated in this section how the DMF method
can be applied to the differentiator and RC/SRRC filters which
are zero-phase filters, and to the FD filter with non-zero phase
response. In some applications it might be more convenient to
combine those two types of filters into one filter and design
a special filter with a fractional delay. The DMF method allows
us for direct design of such filters. To achieve this goal we only
need to modify the zero-phase frequency response of the filter
into which we want to introduce fractional delay (7). Next, we
need to apply to such modified frequency response the same
rules (23) in order to obtain vector p. The main difficulty of
this procedure is the derivation of derivatives of Hid, FD (ω).
However, to solve this problem we only need derivatives of
components of Hid, FD (ω) which have been presented earlier
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Fig. 1. Filter of the length N = 25 with fa = 0.4 and ε = −0.25 with
minimized magnitude response error. The case with zero order condition at
f = 0 – dashed line and with first order condition at f = 0 – solid line.

Fig. 2. Filter of the length N = 25 with ωa = 0.8π and ε = −0.25 with
minimized group delay error. The case with zero order condition at f = 0 –
dashed line and with first order condition at f = 0 – solid line.

in this section. For example first and second derivative can be
computed using the following formulae

one. Additionally, the group delay (11) [16]

(1)
Hid, FD (ω)
(2)
Hid, FD (ω)

(1)
(1)
= Hid (ω)HFD (ω) + Hid (ω)HFD (ω)
(2)
= Hid (ω)HFD (ω)
(1)
(1)
(2)
+2Hid (ω)HFD (ω) + Hid (ω)HFD (ω)


(37)

(38)

Let us notice, that in most practical design problems we would
only need these two derivatives.

τ (ωk ) = − Im

−jτd Hid (ωk )
Hid (ωk )


= τd

(39)

which means that the group delay error at ω = ωa is equal to
zero.
Let us consider passive FD filters [1] which means that for
each different ωk at least zero and first order conditions need
to be satisfied

IV. FD F ILTER D ESIGN WITH DMF
The classic MF method [2] is a special case of DMF
approach with ik = k and ωk = 0. In paper [16] two other
special cases are presented. First with zero order conditions
ik = 0 used for all N different frequencies ωk which allows
for design of a nearly optimal minimax filter. The frequencies
ωk must be placed at frequencies of local maxima of complex
approximation error of the optimal minimax filter [16]. The
second special case is the filter with passivity property like in
case of MF filter but with user defined approximation band
width. In [16] this case was limited only to filters of the even
length N with the complex approximation error equiripple in
the approximation band. This case was extended to all filter
lengths in [1]. To obtain this solution the zero and second
order condition must be placed at every second frequency of
local maxima of the magnitude of the complex approximation
error (12) of the optimal minimax filter [16]. These examples
confirm a huge potential of the DMF approach which allows
for design of filters of different type. However, the efficiency
of the proposed approach depends on the selected set of the
frequencies ωk , therefore the important part of the method
is the iterative algorithm for determination of the optimal ωk
frequencies.
Let us consider zero (ik = 0) and first (ik = 1) order conditions. With the zero order condition the approximation error
E(ω) at ωk is equal to zero. This means that at ω = ωk the
magnitude response |HN (ω)| = 1. The first order condition
guaranties that the error E(ω) has local extremum at ωk . If this
local extremum is actually the local maximum then zero and
first order conditions forced at the same frequency guarantee
that around ω = ωa the magnitude response is no greater than

ωk = ωk+1 :

ik = 0

and ik+1 = 1

(40)

This condition is necessary but not sufficient. The actual
passiveness of the filter depends on all N conditions selected
for particular filter design.
In the paper [1] four cases, dependent on filter length
N , which guarantee passive FD filter design at least for
D = round((N − 1)/2) and d ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], have been
proposed. The simplest cases are for even length filters since
we simply need to select N/2 different frequencies ωk at
which zero and first order conditions are forced (40). This
gives as N linear equations. The difference between even N/2
(length of filter divisible by 4) and odd N/2 is that for the latter
case, one of the frequencies ωk is placed at ω = 0. The odd
length cases are more problematic since we need to define the
odd number of conditions. For even (N −1)/2 we propose that
at zero frequency ω = 0 only zero or first order condition is set
and the other one is omitted. Which variant is better, the one
with the zero order condition or with the first order condition,
depends on particular design case. In Fig. 1 the group delay of
designed filters is the same for both variants but the magnitude
response error is smaller when the first order condition is
forced at ω = 0. We obtain a different situation when the
magnitude response is minimized during design (Fig. 2). For
first order condition the magnitude response error is again
a bit smaller when compared to the filter with the zero order
condition at ω = 0. Nevertheless, this improvement results in
significantly larger group delay error around ω = 0. Finally,
for (N − 1)/2 odd, apart from zero and first order conditions,
the second order condition needs to be set at zero frequency.
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Fig. 3. Effects of manipulations on set of ωk for filter of length N = 12
with ωa = 0.8π and ε = 0.25. First set of ωk marked with ’x’, second with
’o’.

V. I TERATIVE S EARCH FOR O PTIMAL F REQUENCIES OF
DMF C ONDITIONS
In previous section we have presented the general concept
of the MF conditions distribution over the approximation band
of the designed filter which ensure passiveness of the filter. In
practice a designed filter needs to fulfill additional conditions
like minimization of magnitude response or group delay error
in the desired approximation band. In order to achieve such
a goal a proper set of frequencies ωk has to be found. In Fig. 3
frequency responses of two filters differing only in position
of a single frequency point ω0 are presented. With frequency
point moved towards zero the interval [0, ω0 ] decreases and
the interval [ω0 , ω1 ] increases. This results in decrease of the
error of all three frequency responses presented in Fig. 3 in the
first interval, while the errors increase in the second interval.
This property can be used in iterative search for optimum
set of frequencies ωk with frequency responses presented in
Fig. 3 selected as the error function. The three basic candidates
for error function are magnitudes of (1) group delay error,
(2) magnitude response error and (3) complex approximation
error. Since the last two result in very similar designs, only first
two will be presented in this paper. The designer can select
different function but the basic criteria for error function is that
the increase in distance between two consecutive frequency
points ωk must result in increase of the maximum of the error
function located between those two frequencies.
We propose the following recursive algorithm for ωk frequencies adjustment (Fig. 4) based on selected error function
1) select initial set of ωk frequencies for k = 1, . . . , N , additionally including the edge frequencies of the approximation band ω0 = −ωa and ωN +1 = ωa not related to
any of conditions ik , e.g. uniformly spread the frequency
points over the approximation band [−ωa , ωa ],
2) compute elements of matrix P and vector p (25),
3) compute the impulse response (26) and the corresponding error function,
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Fig. 4. Diagram of algorithm for searching the best frequencies ωk of DMF
conditions.

4) if the obtained filter satisfies performance requirements
stop the algorithm,
5) multiply error function by the weighting function
W (ω) > 0 and find maxima of the weighted function ek = maxω∈[ωk−1 ,ωk ) (W (ω)E(ω)) for segments
between each pair of consecutive frequencies ωk ,
6) change distance between each pair of consecutive frequencies ωk accordingly to weighted error maxima (41):
move ωk frequencies farther apart for larger maximum
and closer for smaller maximum ((42) and (43)),
7) begin next iteration starting from point 2.
To compute a set of new frequency points we need ordered
frequencies ωk (ωk < ωk+1 for k = 1, ..., N − 1) and values
of local maxima ek of weighted error function. Using relative
maximum errors
∆ek = (ek − min{ek })/ max{ek },

k = 1, . . . , N + 1 (41)

we propose the following formula for scaled frequencies
∆ω̂k = (1 − ∆eak /b)(ωk − ωk−1 )

(42)

where parameters a and b determine the convergence rate and
for FD filters a = 2 and b = 10 offer a good convergence rate
and do not result in algorithm overdriving. Using (42) we can
finally compute a set of new frequencies
!
Pk
i=0 ∆ω̂k
ω̂k = ωa 2 PN
−1
(43)
i=0 ∆ω̂k
It is worth noting that for given set of conditions ik and ωk
the matrix P ((27) and (28)) is independent of the required net
delay ε. Additionally, for FD filters the search for optimum
set of ωk for different net delays ε with all other conditions
unchanged leads to the same set of frequencies fk . This means
that just like in the case of minimax FD filter design [9], [10],
[16] the inverse matrix P−1 in (26) can be reused for different
delays allowing for numerically efficient variable fractional
delay (VFD) filter implementation.
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Fig. 5. FD filter of length N = 64 with ωa = 0.9π and ε = 0.25 designed
with weighted magnitude response error used as the error function. Dashed
lines present group delay error limits resulting from weighting function.

Fig. 7. Differentiators of length N = 33 with ωa = 0.9π and ε = −0.25
designed with weighted magnitude response error used as the error function.
Solid lines – the case with only zero order conditions (ik = 0) and dashed
lines – the case with zero and first order conditions (ik = 0, 1).

Fig. 6. FD filter of length N = 53 with ωa = 0.9π and ε = −0.25 designed
with weighted magnitude of group delay error used as the error function.
Dashed lines present group delay error limits resulting from weighting
function.

VI. D ESIGN E XAMPLES
Figures 5 and 6 present two FD filters designed based on
different error functions. As we can see both designed filters
are passive, their magnitude response is no greater than one,
in the whole frequency range. For the first filter the magnitude
response was used as the error function, which results in
equiripple magnitude response of the designed filter in each
segment of weighting function. Such a filter has group delay
with ripples increasing with frequency with smaller error for
more strict magnitude response error weight. For the second
filter the magnitude of group delay error was used as the
error function. Also in this case conditions specified by the
weighting function are met.
Figure 7 presents differentiators with non-zero fractional
delay designed using the same procedure as FD filters. The
first differentiator designed with only zero order conditions
(ik = 0) used, all at different frequencies. The second
differentiator have been designed with pairs of zero and first
order conditions forced at same frequency (ik = 0, ik+1 = 1
and fk = fk+1 ) just like in case of the passive FD filter. For
the filter of odd length N this results in magnitude response
error no greater than zero, which might be useful if the filter
has to be used in feedback loop. Nevertheless, at the same
time the magnitude of complex approximation error is worse
by 3 dB in comparison to the first filter. It is worth noting that

group delay error is the same for both filters. In both cases
the weighting function linearly proportional to the frequency
have been used, which for the differentiator results in constant
relative error.
The same design procedure can also be used to design
RC/SRRC filters with non-zero fractional delay. Figure 8
presents the example of such RC filter. The advantage of the
proposed DMF method in case of RC/SRRC filter design is
that the optimization can be performed in the whole frequency
range including the transition band. This is important since the
shape of frequency response in the transition band is important
for Nyquist filters. As we can see in Fig. 8 the magnitude
response error is smaller than or equal to zero in passband
and transition band.
Let us notice that for both the differentiator and RC/SRRC
filters the use of the group delay as the error function is
difficult. This results from group delay error becoming very
large around ω = 0 for differentiators of even length and at
stopband for RC/SRRC filters. The design based on group
delay error can be implemented but it requires algorithm
modification in which a special care would be taken in the
aforementioned regions. Another difficulty results from piecewise definition of RC/SRRC filter frequency response which
means that derivatives of the error function are discontinuous.
This affects algorithm convergence if the frequency fk of
the condition needs to cross such discontinuity. To solve this
problem we can optimize frequencies fk separately in each
region and after reaching local optimum change a number of
conditions in each region, moving points from regions with too
low error to regions with too high error, and next repeating
the optimization.
Finally, in Figs. 9 and 10 examples of the differentiator and
SRRC VFD filters are presented. A single filter with arbitrary
selected delay (here ε = 0.25) was designed beforehand and
later used with precomputed set of frequencies ωk and the
inverted matrix P−1 to design a family of filters with different
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Fig. 8. RC filter of length N = 94, L = 3 , α = 0.33 and ε = −0.25 with
fullband optimization. Filter designed with weighted magnitude of complex
approximation error used as the error function. Dashed lines represent error
limits resulting from weighting function.
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Fig. 10. Set of SRRC filters of length N = 178, L = 3 , α = 0.33 with
fullband optimization for seven net delays ε uniformly spread over the range
[−0.5, 0.5].

VII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 9. Set of differentiators of length N = 33 with ωa = 0.9π (Fig. 7)
for seven net delays ε uniformly spread over the range [−0.5, 0.5].

fractional delays. For the differentiator, similarly to the FD
filter, the error decreases for fractional delay d close to zero.
Also exactly like in case of VFD filters [1] using the same
set of optimum frequencies of conditions fk results in filters
with the same properties (Fig. 9). For SRRC filter (Fig. 10)
the optimum set of frequencies fk slightly changes with the
net delay ε which results in slight changes of properties of
frequency response error, though the maximum error is similar
for different fractional delays. Additionally, also in this case
the magnitude response error in passband and transition band
is no larger that zero for all delays.

In this paper a filter design using DMF approach has been
presented. The DMF method is the generalization of MF
FD filter design procedure with conditions for the complex
approximation error spread over the specified approximation
band. We have demonstrated that with the proper selection
of conditions designed FD filters are passive just like MF
filters. The improvement over MF filters is that we can use
the weighting function and the weighted error is optimized in
the wider approximation band instead of best approximation
only around ω = 0. Additionally, since the set of optimal
frequencies ωk is not dependent on fractional delay a passive
VFD filter can be implemented with iterative search for ωk and
matrix P inversion done beforehand. Additionally, it has been
demonstrated that the same approach can be used to design
other filters. Examples for the differentiator and RC/SRRC
filters with fractional delay have been presented. Since the
properties of the designed filter depend on the selection of
conditions orders and their locations, further investigations
are planed on improved search algorithm for optimal set of
fk frequencies for the differentiator and RC/SRRC filters,
especially for the use with group delay error as the error
function.
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